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01. Anti-Covid

01

W.O.K allows anyone to travel in an
instant to a gorgeous tropical
destination, enjoying a vacation style
entertainment.
1.0 When the world will come back to
normal pre-covid?
Several important surveys from Ipsos and from
the World Economic Forum are showing that
more than 30% of the population are not
expecting to get back to normal within the next
12 months, and more than 10% are thinking that
it will simply never happen.
One year after the outbreak, the virus is still
killing more people worldwide than in 2020.
Pfizer’s CEO had explained recently that we will
have an update vaccination shot every year and
therefore, with all the difficulties to deliver these
vaccines in quantity to all the countries in the
world, travels will not be resumed without
having important constrains, like expensive

insurances, specific visas and rules different for
each country. In one word, the time where you
could fly anywhere in the world freely for your
vacation is over for quite a long time.

1.0 Why W.O.K is adapted to that
situation?
W.O.K is vacation at the click of a mouse. You
can comeback from work, after 1 hour of traffic
jam, and connect to W.O. to meet your friends
on a beach.This is one aspect of W.O.K, offering
a substitute to the rather boring life that most in
the big cities are suffering from.
Since it will be hard to travel freely in Asia or
South America, at least if you are not rich,
W.O.K will be this quick solution to compensate
from this lack of freedowm in our every day life.
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02. Franc: Definition and Usability

02
Type: TRC-20
Chain: Tron (TRX)
Max: 10 Billions
Team 10%
Trading: 40%
Stacking 10%
Public Investors: 20%
Private Investors: 20%
Marketing: 10%
Mining: in game
Market cap: no

Franc (FRANC) is a smart contract TRC-20
on the Tron (TRX) blockchain. The project
W.O.K requires a currency that has the
flexibility of fiat currencies but in a virtual
world. A Blockchain cannot mint or burn
coins on demand so we had to create the
equivalent of fiat money for W.O.K.
2.1 Why on the Tron (TRX) block chain.

FRANC is a smart contract, or a token. Our first
choice was to do Franc on the very popular
Ethereum blockchain, but they have a high
transaction fee – named gas – that reached
more than $200 per transaction in February
2021. We were then forced to reconsider, and
we found that the recent Tron Technology was
fitting our needs perfectly. A TRC-20 contract

A blockchain is by definition not suitable to be a

has guaranteed extremely low fees on the long

mainstream currency. Like the Bitcoin, it is

term.

modelled on Gold mining and value. The
number of mined coins is known in advance and

2.2 How Franc will be used?

cannot be modified. In case of fraud, addresses
cannot be banned. More cash cannot be minted
in case of inflation, and as you can see with
Bitcoin its value can sharply increase based on
speculation, rumors or market manipulation. In
order to run a balanced functional virtual
economy we need the flexibility of a smart
contract.
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Franc will be the money for every day use, small
purchases and it will run W.O.K financially. Franc
will be traded in major exchanges and the W.O.K
players will be able to exchange Francs into any
fiat currencies through the exchanges, and send
Francs to the game or from the game to their
Wallet.
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03. What is W.O.K?
(Wolf Online Kingdom)

3.1 A visual photorealistic virtual world.

03
Free Money
Silvio Gesell (1862-1930)
proposed a system of stamped
money in order to accelerate
monetary circulation and to free
money from interest. This was
part of a global socialist system
intended to free the economy
from rent and interest. In the
1930s, Irving Fisher, who
proposed the system to
President Roosevelt, and John
Maynard Keynes rendered
homage to Gesell's monetary
proposals in the context of the
economic depression. Several
experiments took place that
were based on his ideas, notably
in the Austrian town of Wörgl
and in the United States.
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W.O.K. is a 4km2 procedural island with
hundred thousand trees, rocks, people and
places to visit. Located in East Asia, it is a virtual
world, MMO multiplayer, where you can meet
others, drink beer, smoke pot, and do many
funny things that are not possible in your every
daytime. W.O.K is the world that we are all
dreaming. Pattaya / Koh Samui and Koh Chang
in Thailand is where the creator of the game is
currently living and where he has spent the last
11 years to find inspiration. We know; the real
world sucks, but W.O.K., is freedom. It is a free
speech place, with a real economy powered by
two crypto-currencies, where you can make
money, friends and have fun!

3.2 A social experimentation.
W.O.K is an attempt at creating a new society
based on a different approach about how
modern society should work. Because it is in a
virtual world, it authorize the experimentation
of new concepts, we will detail these later in this
paper. Laws are governing the Island and these
laws are defining what is good and what is
wrong. The moderators/admin apply these

laws. It is not a chaotic place. There is a social
hierarchy that is symbolized by the Ranks, the
higher the more features you have and the most
prestige. The Social Credits are rewarding your
participation to the society.

3.3 A real finance and economy.
W.O.K will gives to the player the opportunity to
earn Francs , setup a business, sell things, get tips
and generally is giving the prospect to make a lot
of crypto-currency through their participation.
Participation is the engine of the society and if you
do something interesting, it is always rewarded
with social credits.
Francs are recycled and re-purchased from the
exchanges so that the world is not running out of
cash. You need to spend Francs to live and
progress into the game. This cash can be
purchased outside, or earned by playing.
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3.4 W.O.K is photorealistic
W.O.K is not stylized or cartoonish. It is photorealistic. Of course everything is better than in the real life, you don’t
have to pee, you can teleport yourself, mosquitoes cannot bite you and generally everything is done to facilitate
an easy experience. However because it has no specific style, any asset for sale in the numerous marketplaces can
do. We will not create unique contents, but rather purchase already made assets and adapt them to the game. We
will use top notch technologies like Meta Humans from Epic, SpeedTrees for the vegetation and Megascan for the
photoscanned content. The world will be built with Unreal 4 which is the best 3D engine available.
Using photo realism in the first version of W.O.K allows use to avoid having to create everything.

3.5 W.O.K is not centralized
W.O.K is not designed as a stand alone application like Facebook or Twitter. Recents events are showing that these
mega platforms are under the pressure of the governments who want to restric freespeech or control the
population. W.O.K like the crypto world is not centralized and we only control the monetary side of the world. We
are building a first version that is a proof of concept but W.O.K can be considered like a next-gen type of forums,
where someone, if he qualifies can build his world and manage it, while making profit out of it, like a manager of a
McDonald franchise.
W.O.K is a system that relies heavily on networking. Like Pokemon Go, everything is managed by a central server.
Because the nunber of players is limited by the technology, W.O.K will be developping all over the world with these
franchises, allowing localization of texts and adaptation to the local laws and regulations. Each administrator will
have to reach a certain Rank to become a W.O.K licensee. The real control of the economy is through Franc, with
the control of the money printing just like the central banks are managing the real world. Everything else is
localized by each W.O.K. and there is no limit in number of W.O.K running simultaneously. Running a W.O.K world
can be a good source of income. Like any franchise we will ask royalties to the licensee in exchange to have updates
and new content.

3.6 W.O.K is platform independent
Due to its structure, W.O.K is just a database management. The visual can be anything from pure text, to pixel 2D
or Virtual Reality.
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W.O.K modules interactions

04

4.1 How does W.O.K interacts between each
modules?
Each W.O.K world is independent from each

them in the exchanges. The admin then re-

other. Work clients (the customer) can live in

purchase more Francs so that the world is not

one world at a time. It is possible to immigrate

running out of cash.

and to make this possible; the customer must
save his avatar with the avatar smart contract.

W.O.K may be free to play or not, depending on

Once done, he will have a transaction address

each admin goals. In some cases, the Francs

where his avatar is saved and he can restore it in

purchased by the clients will be enough so that

a different world, if the admin of the new world

the admin can re-inject them in the system and

accept him.

make a benefit. If it is not the case, then the
access to W.O.K might be subject to a monthly

Each world client is interacting with two servers,

or yearly subscription.

one delayed that can work every seconds, and is
managing the transactions, and the global

This structure allows us to expand without limit.

events. Another is running in real time and is

The only thing that we need to control are the

only managing the locations and movements.

two smart contracts.

The admins are injecting Francs in each world in
order to power it, like gasoline in a car. Clients
are earning Franc by their actions, and are selling
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05. Bringing the gamers to the crypto

05

5.1 Crypto is too abstract

5.2 Gamers are the solution.

Most people are interested into the
crypto phenomenon, but only a few are
active and trading.

Gamers are the perfect target for a nextgen social networking platform powered
by cryptocurrencies.

The reason is that crypto is very abstract
and mathematic. Just a few really
understand what it means.
This is an obstacle for even the most
popular crypto that is Bitcoin to become
mainstream and reach the massive
number of the potential users.
About usability Bitcoin is the most
popular crypto but is not used in the real
world, most of its use is purely
speculative.
It is fundamental in order to survive that
crypto become a mainstream technology
and is taken out of its geek sphere.
With the rise of the value of Bitcoin, the
cost for each transaction has also raised,
to up to $40 per transaction, which
makes this currency non-functional for
normal everyday use.

They are interested in all technologies,
they are proficient in programming,
scripts, bots and other tech gueeky
things.
They are spending already a lot of time
online, are familiar with the common
social networking tools.
The only reason that stop them to
become an active cryptocurrency user, is
because there is no connection between
their world and the world of crypto.
W.O.K is a bridge between the gamers
and the Franc cryptocurrencies.

08
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06. Analysis: how many people own
Bitcoins?

There are a lot of Bitcoin addresses, and it is hard to know how many addresses are active and are trading. An estimate made by
https://www.buybitcoinworldwide.com/how-many-bitcoin-users
shows that there is not more than 1 Millions active Bitcoin traders in the world and only 3 Millions with a balance of more than
0.1 BTC!
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07. Analysis: how many gamers in the
world

According to https://www.statista.com/statistics/293304/number-video-gamers there are more than 2.8 Billion gamers in
the world!

7.1 The video gamer industry is booming.
The gaming industry is growing steadily and projected to reach 3 Billion of video gamers in 2023 according to Statista. Games
revenues for 2020 reached over $159.3 billion with almost half of market earnings generated by the Asia Pacific region. Growth
in APAC was driven by demand from its 1.5 billion gamers.
The rise of subscription gaming services and cloud gaming has opened income opportunities beyond the sales of game titles and
gear. Independent game developers can develop and launch their games without the need for a game publishing company.
Gamers, on the other hand, can earn from tournaments and streams from their social media channels.
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08. Conclusion

Every W.O.K gamer has FRANC crypto wallet and is defacto an active trader.
By connecting video gamers to the crypto, W.O.K can easily outperform Bitcoin itself in term of usability and
popularity.

Today, the traders and miners are mining or trading through an interface that is not appealing to the average citizen.
W.O.K is doing the same but in a very entertaining way. Instead of mining with Asic computers, they harvest tobacco
and sell it to the factories. Instead of trading, they are renting shops and making a profit from them. Internally, it is
the same, money is minted, burned, transferred, but it is completely transparent and everyone can enjoy doing it
without any technical knowledge.
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09. Core principles of the social
aspect
Quas dolentiur? Et ut mo beate nobis urbi
tendenihil as iducias adit quostrum accus
et aut et rem quidipsa quam recus. Quas
dolentiur? Ints Et ut.
9.1 The rules

Each W.O.K world can have different rules. Our project will have the following rules
(subject to change)

09

1234567-

Do no share files that are fake, infected or spam....
No bullying, no insults and no bad behavior is tolerated.
No duplicate accounts. If we find one we ban both account.
Founders are getting x2 number of daily Francs for the first year.
Communication must be original, plagiarism is forbidden.
No advertising from outside products or service.
Choose your Username & Avatar wisely, anything obscene, hateful, and
racist or violating rules will be removed. Nudity in your avatar is also
forbidden. Stupid nicknames like aaaa or qwerty will be blocked.
8- Pedophilia, revisionism, terrorism, drugs and any illegal activities are
forbidden.
9- Using disposable e-mail address ore fake phones to register is not
authorized, account that uses yopmail, 165.com etc... Will not be accepted.
Tor nodes are mostly blocked.
10- Trying to hack the app, deceit members, or to fool the system by using
schemes, having multiple accounts is not authorized.
11- Speculation with credits is forbidden, schemes to increase score or collect
credits are forbidden. The tools provided to transfer the virtual money /
crypto must be used the way that they are designed.
12- The administration holds no responsibility for any legal or copyright Issues.
Each user should personally check with their local copyright laws and
regulations and the rules of their internet service provider before using this
service, use this service at your own risk.

These rules can be updated and modified to match the reality of the game when it is
released.
The moderators have these rules to support their decisions and to help to police the
world. In case of a conflict, the admin (named Wolf) is the only one who can settle a
dispute.
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9.2 The ranks

Overview
Requirements

The ranks are logs of your contribution to the world of W.O.K. Every action is giving you
more Social Credits. The sum of all your Social Credits are your Score.
You rank depends on your Score. There are 15 rankings corresponding each to 15% of the
top rank of W.OK. For example if you have a score of 900 and the highest user has a score
of 1000, then you are in the top 15% and your rank is 15. If your score is 32, then you are
in the bottom 15% and your rank is 1.
All the ranks are like a pyramid and we call it the Ranks pyramid. This pyramid is recalculated every day at midnight. Because the scores are changing for each action of the
player, the pyramid of ranks fluctuate, every day up and down.
In order to avoid having ranks that are stretching too much the pyramid and asking too
many efforts to raise from rank to rank, the ones who are reaching Rank 14 are crowned.
They are no more taken in account in the calculation of the pyramid of ranks. In
consequence, the pyramid is stretching or shrinking every day and no one can have the
insurance to keep their rank unless they are participating to the game.
When someone loses his rank, he also loses his privileges given by his rank. For example,
someone having a rank of five can have a bungalow on the beach. If he lose his rank, then
he is expulsed from the beach and all his possession are ending up on the ground. Other
players can then steal his possessions that he was saving in his Bungalow, with the
exception of Money. Money FRANC cannot be stolen.
Rank 14 is reserved to Wolf, the admin. Rank 13 gives access to the capacity to become a
moderator. Anyone who want to run a W.O.K franchise must have reached Rank 10+.
We also have what we call the community heartbeat. This is the total value of the
community, which is the sum of all scores. All the W.O.K communities will be listed
following their success on our website, ranked by their heartbeat.
Your rank also determines how many Daily Franc you receive.
There is only one way to guarantee that you will not lose your rank overnight, it is to
donate to the community. A subscription of $10/month can guarantee you to keep your
Rank 1 even if you do not meet the score requirements. $20 for Rank 2, $30 for Rank 3,
$40 for Rank 4 and $50 for Rank 5. Other ranks cannot be guaranteed or purchased.
Social credits cannot be removed, even if the player behave badly. However, Players can
be blocked, stopped or shunted by Moderators.
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10. The power of participation.

10

10.1 Participation

the end of the day, they are gone and the

The whole world of W.O.K is powered by the

next day you get the same amount of

participation of its users. The more they

money. The highest your rank is, the more

participate, the more Social Credits they get

Daily Francs you get. These are not

and the highest is their Score and their Rank.

affecting the value of the Franc outside,

Ranks are unlocking features of the game,

because they cannot be exchanged. They

hidden locations, and a tremendous number

are made to be spent the same day. For

of possibility that low ranks cannot have.

example, there are games, casino spin

Also without participation, the game will be

slots. Because it would be illegal to do so,

boring, and nothing interesting will happen.

we cannot let the people play real money

In this model of society, a positive attitude,

or even crypto. However, they can play

offering things, buying for people, teaching

Daily Francs and try to multiplicate them.

the newbies, helping the NPC (non-player
characters) is rewarded.

Because they are free, the user can buy
stupid things like beers, and fireworks and

10.2 Daily Francs

just participate, it is free! This is one aspect
of W.O.K that will make it fun to play, you

Every player is receiving Daily Francs and they

can look people having fun and sharing

can use to entertain the game and participate.

stuff. Many objects will be available to buy

These Francs cannot be redeemed outside the

just to entertain yourself and your friends.

game, and they cannot be accumulated. By

Balloons, fireworks, food, drinks, wigs…
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11. The adventure

»

W.O.K users can enjoy a lazy life with their friends, or organise meetings for their business,
that’s the passive attitude. However some might want to have an active role and understand
the meaning of everything: here come some mystery!

11.1 Resume of what did happened and how the island was made.

2023: is in a political turmoil, every country is struggling to control
its populations; there are riots all over the place everywhere. A Virus
was destroying the economy and people were forced to isolate in
forced lockdown.

A Chinese Billionaire, Wolf Chang was one of the richest man on the
planet, and he was a free speech advocate and an epicurean. He
loved to spend his holidays in East Asia, loving girls, alcohol and
music and enjoying life without restriction of any kind.

He decided to invest all his money into building a secret Island in
the sea of China in the international waters.

This place would be his hidden retirement gateway for him and his
friends and a selected number of people who were politically
helping the project, a place protected from censorship.

The Island would be self-sustainable, self-managed by androids,
and robots, and protected from intrusions by a powerful magnetic
field. Cloning would create the population and keep it stable.

Meanwhile, the world was devastated by the pandemic. Despite all
efforts, new strains were coming and the world economy was on
the verge of collapse, forcing Mr. Wolf to retire early and isolate
himself, his family and friends into his secret Island.
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One day all contacts with the world were lost. No more TV, no more Internet, no more radio. What did happen to the world?
No one knows. The island has been living by itself for hundreds of years. Some are saying that Wolf is a ghost and he is still
around taking care of the Island and its people.

11.2 The NPCs
The NPC are non-player characters. They are placed everywhere and are doing repetitive tasks, following a path in the day. Their
mood can change based on the weather, the time of the day or any other specific condition. The player can talk with them and learn
more about the place. They can give him some clues about what we call ‘quests’ which are task to help them and get a reward. The
player can spend a lot of time searching for items, helping some NPC and collecting rewards in Francs along the way. Each NPC has
its own personality and his ‘style’, his way of speaking.

11.3 The environment
The environment is taking time in account but in a fastest way (twice the normal time) so that everyone can appreciate the day/night
feeling. W.O.K never stops, in the day it is tropical and hot, in the night, it is neon and cyberpunk. The NPC and the events are never
stopping day and night it does not matter. You may connect at noon and it is 4am in the game and another day at the same real time
it will be 4 pm.
The weather is either hot and dry or hot and humid. Rain is torrential. Nothing stops when it is raining but it is visualized as accurately
as possible.

11.4 The events
From time to time, something is happening, for example, the electricity is cut. Someone has to know where to restore the electric,
and by doing it, he will be rewarded. If nothing is done, a NPC will do it instead and no one will get the reward.
There are also attacks from outside. Mutants are digging holes and doing nests outside of the cities and the players need to join force
in order to protect the city. If nothing is done, they can destroy some buildings, which will be reconstructed, but the people living in
these buildings will end up in the street with all their possessions on the floor, likely to be stolen.
More events will be created to keep the community alert and excited.

11.5 The cities
There are different areas that are only unlocked if you have the correct rank. The beach, the slum, the techno, the lake, the hospital,
the city hall, the museum all of these places will be landmarks to visit and do specific things.

11.6 The player characteristics
In the same fashion that the Role Playing games are handling each character personality, our players have three main characteristics:
health, hunger, and mood. If one of these three get to zero, the player dies. He is reborn at his rented location, or at the hospital.
People cannot die.Next
It is just time consuming and cost money. To be rebirth has a price. This also force the player to drink, eat, and
avoid poison and fights.
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12. The gameplay

There is a reason why facebook is so popular; it is because you can
use it with one finger, and everytime you refresh, new things are
happening.
12.1 Easy to play with one hand
W.O.K has several modes, but the first mode by default is a MOBA type of mobility. The
camera is behind the player, rotating around and you can double click somewhere. The
player then walk to this place alone. That is the same kind of movements that league of
Legends uses. The advantage is that you can play on a phone with one hand.

12.2 First person view
In order to have a more immersive feeling, there will be a first person option, where the
character can be moved with the camera seeing through the eyes of the player. It is the
same ergonomic than in the FPS shooters like Fortnite for PubG. However due to the
limitation of the massive number of player, it cannot be as precise and accurate as in these
games. The First Person view will be just for a complete immersion.
Some people will open the game like a screensaver. They will just have a window to a
place and wait that friends are joining the party. Some people will use W.O.K to meet
virtually and spend time speaking, without doing anything else. Locations named
“Viewpoints” will designed specifically.

12.3 New things are happening
Because of the live nature of the game, you might open a window to W.O.K and track
automatically what is happening. The camera will move in observer mode and show you
all events as they are happening. The player has nothing to do, just to look, like the
television. Some special places will be created called Viewpoints. These will be adapted
to contemplation, with ambient music or even self-generated music.

12.3 The Wall
Just like Facebook, people can be friend, and in that case, all the events of your friends
are shared in a wall, a sort of log that lists what they were doing. It is a text window with
links that scroll down like FB. It will be possible to take picture of inside the game, and
selfies. Nothing from outside will show up on the wall. The outside, world does not exists
in W.O.K. At first, the Mobile version of W.O.K will only be this wall.

12.4 The Dialogs
The dialogs with the NCP are a very important side of the adventure. Every NPC has
mood and thinking, changing with the weather, the time of the day or their health. You
can gain trust, and credits, or even money by talking and chosing the correct answers.
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13. The technologies

W.O.K will talk, use photo-realistic meta humans, sophisticated
photogrametric rocks and props and SpeedTrees that are the
reference for foliage in games and cinema.
13.1 Speech synthesis.
W.O.K will talk with the help of the native speech API from the device it will run. Each
device has a speech synthesis API, Android, PC or IOS, each are different and sounds
different. NPC will talk at loud speaking about their mood, and when you type
something it will be spoken too so that people close by can listen the conversation.

13.2 Photogrammetry with Megascan.
Megascan is the leaders for photogrammetric content.
Photogrammetry is the science and technology of obtaining reliable information about physical
objects and the environment through the process of recording, measuring and interpreting
photographic images and patterns of electromagnetic radiant imagery and other phenomena.

We will use photogrametry for ground, landscapes and natural props like rocks, stumps
etc...

13.3 Meta Humans.
Unreal has released a new breathtaking technology named Meta Humans. It is a
photorealistic approach at re-creating humans with a true real animation and feel. We
will use this technology for the important NCP characters and the players themselves.
Meta Humans can display a large range of emotions.

13.4 Unreal.
Unreal is the leading 3D engine, powering some of the best 3d games available. Unreal
is offering the best real time photorealistic rendering, and the fastest one.

13.5 SpeedTree.
SpeedTree is the leader in providing realistic foliage for the games and cinema.
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13. Business and Harvesting

In W.O.K you can rent a business, a room, and make a recurrent
income in Franc. There is a true economy based on demand and
supply.
13.1 Shops.
Many shops are for rent and are managed by NPC. You have the cost per day, the revenues, and you may or not make
a profit. It all depends on location and number of people buying your stuff. Food stall, drinks, exchanges.
Shops are selling all kind of things from teleporter to tools, knives…

13.2 Renting
You can rent a room and sub rent it to make a profit.

13.3 Quests.
Helping NCP, finding lost objects from the Museum are all giving you some kind of rewards.

13.4 Street Food.
They are the same as the normal shops but they can move from place to place.
.

13.5 Harvesting.
Harvesting is another way to make money. You can find fields of tobacco for example and you can cut and supply the
factory with these plants in exchange of cash. Apparently there are some cannabis plants too.
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14. The Road Map

The road map is scheduled to start in March 2021 and finish in
February 2023

2017-2018: the project started with Unity 3d Engine.
Unity did an update that destroyed most of the work done. Their new update was incompatible with the version before and
most of my work was lost.
2019-2020: creation of Kryptofranc
2021: Creation of FRANC
Milestone 00: Preparation
– creation of basic materials (material grounds, glass, metals, rocks)
– Purchase or selection of the necessary marketplace assets.
– Evaluation of technologies for multiplayer, GUI, crypto API calls.
– Creation of spline materials (paths, roads, barbed wire, electric cables, rivers etc. …)
– Organize and store all these assets in a way that they are easy to find and use.
Milestone 01: Construction of the static environment.
– Creation of the land of the island.
– Creation of the ocean, the lake and the rivers and all that is water-based.
– Creation of Slum Ville (free buildings)
– Creation of Pod Ville (middle class technological building)
– Creation of Hut Ville (part on the seaside beach in bamboo huts)
– Creation of Rich city (technological buildings) or even on adjacent islands, luxurious and overpriced villas.
– Creation of the factory (the creation of clones, from which new players emerge), the hospital, the town hall, the factory
(industrial part that manufactures energy and materials)
– Creation of Fun Ville (bars, disco, agogo bars, shopping, casinos, slot games etc. …). Fun Town is next to and is part of Slum
Town.
Milestone 02: Selection and animation of NPC characters (non-player characters) and others.
– Creation of basic male and female mannequins, and their customizations (ice, fire, nickel, basic etc. …)
– Creation of the natives, male, female and children. They clean, and make the island work and set the mood. They are human in
appearance but are in fact androids.
– Creation of basic characters: bar owners, girls, tramps, android sciences (in hospitals and technological-style factories) etc. …
– Creation of adventure characters, and artifacts won in the adventure.
– Creation of external monsters.
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Milestone 03: Animation, dialogues, shops and sound effects
– Recording of the standard pre-programmed dialogues in English (Hello handsome man, You should get one of these bracelets
at the city hall, or you will get killed real quick, etc. …) which are there to help the player.
– Animation of all the characters.
– Creation of interactions between characters and the game’s AI, pre-program movements of NPCs, pseudo-random balanced
sentences.
– Creation of noise and ambient hubbub in each of the cities and in nature.
– Creation of the GUI of the basic shopping and inventory system.
Milestone 04: Networking and finance
– Saving / loading of characters, statuses, events on the remote server.
– Currency management, transaction security.
– Management of purchases and sales of objects, possessions etc. …
– Calculation of the pyramid of ranks, calculation of social credit, tips (we can give a tip to a player or an NPC)
– Sending private messages.
– Facebook-style notification display.
– Creation of main objects (teleporter, cars, scooters, etc. …)
– Creation of NPC businesses
– Creation of businesses for players.
– Management of Francs, purchase sale, conversion, transfer to a wallet address.
Milestone 05: Creation of events
– Creation of the FPS training area (paintball).
– Creation of fights in the outer zone (outside the barbed wire).
– Electricity management.
– Management of external attacks.
– Navigation from one event to another through the 2D interface of the event log.
– Event Log for Android.
– Creation of exceptional moderation capacities.
Milestone 06: Communication
– Written chat.
– Sound chat.
2023: ALPHA, BETA
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Author

Nicolas
Choukroun
Author, musician

Game designer and musician, Nicolas
Choukroun started his career in the biggest
French video game companies UbiSoft,
Loriciels and Cryo Interactive. He made one of
the first Bejeweled type of game in the
eighties Pick’n’Pile, 5 other 8 bits games and
a game based on the license of Alien for
Mindscape and Fox on PC.
He later decided to dedicate himself to the
creation of console emulators and launched
Emuclassics.com, which he sold at the
beginning of the 2000’s to a company located
in L.A
He was director of Europe of eFront, an Irvine
Californian
based
pre-IPO
company
specialized in purchase of internet content
and monetization.
He created with his wife the European office
of Engage S.A that was the 2nd advertising
company in the world after DoubleClick at the
beginning of the 2000’s.
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In 2007, he moved to the United States to work
for Sonic Reality Inc., a company specialized in
the development of plug-ins for musical
creation software. He took part in the
programming of the famous “Drum Master”
used by many professionals and the recording
of Ocean Way drums. He created his own
plugins companies Dspdev and Gigfiles, and
made more than 10 plugins on the Creamware
platform, the first DSP dedicated hardware for
the professional studios, his customers were
people like Hanz Zimmer or Birch Johnson.
Later he started selling game assets in the
Unity’s asset store for more than 10 years,
water simulation with Smartwater, and other
assets based on GPU shader’s programming.
Recently he programmed Kryptofranc a
Bitcoin Core inspired blockchain and all the
tools (Pool, Websites, Block explorer).
Along the years, his products have won many
prizes in the field of video game and electronic
music.
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Community
The Fighters!

Our fighters are individuals, miners, investors who are helping us
and are holding + 5 Millions FRANC. Our community is mostly on
Discord, here are some of them who are very active.. You can reach
us at https://discord.gg/7qscn6S

Etc...
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The world sucks, go W.O.K.

